
Intermediate / Advanced Art      Thursday Afternoon 3-5 
 
In this class, a variety of techniques and media will be introduced that can serve to add to the 
students’ current repertoire and consequently deepen the artist’s practice and individual voice.  
The use of mixed media, mono-printing, layering, scraping, papermaking, an exploration of 
earth art and the incorporation of words/poetry are all possible classes.  or just further 
developing your style all within an art historical framework.  Please bring a project you are 
working on to continue your practice between groups of demonstrations / experimentations.  It 
is the “fabric of the individual voice” that Jenny will try to help cultivate by working with each 
student. 
 
Jenny is an award-winning, independent, St. Augustine area artist and has shown her work 
internationally in galleries and museums.  Her formal education includes a BS from Vanderbilt 
University, a certificate in Museum Studies from Northwestern University and an MFA from the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 
 
Materials:  Bring to class the materials you enjoy using in your practice along with a current 
project.  Don’t worry, if you are “stuck”, we can discuss.  For example:  a variety of acrylic 
paints, brushes, watercolor paints, papers, inventive mark-makers, colored pencils, graphite, 
fine markers, a palette (paper plates work well!), inspirational writings, sketchbook thoughts, a 
rag for clean-up, a cup for water, a pencil and eraser, sketchbook paper, a plastic bag to 
transport your piece etc… (I also invite water soluble oil paints (traditional oils are too caustic 
to bring to class) as well, but these may be harder to transport while wet). 
 
Students can register on Jenny’s website:  www.jennykeyser.com 
 
Jenny can be contacted via email with any questions:  jenny@jennykeyser.com 
 
Location:   
Shores Riverview Club 
St. Augustine Shores Service Corp. 
790 Christina Drive | St. Augustine, FL  32086 
 
Price:  $55 per person for 4 weeks in January 
 
Class Size:  Jenny limits the class size to 15 students in order to give everyone as much one-on-
one attention as possible 
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